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ABSTRACT
The wireless sensor networks (WSNs) come into prominence because they have the capability of changing our economy and life. A very vast range of applications supported by WSNs has served the human society very effectively; and, monitoring has been proven the most attention drawing application among these. As a tributary of sensor networks, Directional sensor networks (DSNs) consist of several camera sensors where nodes cover only a fraction of surrounding defined by a specific angle called vertex angle at a time. As sensors are randomly deployed, their sensing direction may overlap with one another and hence coverage optimization has become the most popular area for research over the years. In this paper, the problem of coverage is surveyed on the basis of the solutions proposed, and hence, classified into three categories as (1) Target coverage (2) Maximal coverage (subset of area coverage ) and (3) Maximum coverage with minimum sensors (subset of target coverage). The impact of various parameters of directional sensor networks as: sensor’s location, its working direction, number of orientations, FoVs on the performance of the deployed sensor network is analyzed. Maximum coverage with minimum sensors (subset of target coverage)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Research on WSNs has becomes more popular nowadays, since more powerful embedded platforms with high capabilities are being designed at rapidly decreasing costs. Moreover, multimedia capability has been added to sensor nodes with the improvement on micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS). As a variant of WSNs, DSNs are comprised of many directional sensor nodes however, unlike traditional sensors directional sensors have sector like sensing area. Any directional sensor node has a fixed angle of view and can have multiple directions but only one valid specified direction at a time. The direction in which nodes focus is termed as their working direction. The coverage region is determined by both its location and the working direction. In DSNs, the coverage is severely affected by the deployment policies. Basically, there are two deployment process i.e. deterministic deployment where the Deployment of nodes are planned and random deployment where the nodes are randomly deployed. In most practical applications random deployment of sensor nodes are used. Due to the random deployment, the sensing ranges of nodes may overlap which reduces the effective coverage area of the nodes. Thus, the coverage optimization is attracting more and more attention of the researchers. Coverage can be broadly studied in two classes i.e. area coverage and target coverage. In area coverage the performance is measured in terms of the area covered whereas in target coverage performance is measured in terms of the number of target covered. To increase the coverage area; either the nodes mobility where the nodes have relocated to the new location can be exploited or nodes motility where re-adjustment of nodes orientation angle have been done, can be used.

Furthermore, the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the Related Works to DSNs are discussed along with the respective experimental results and in Section III, the paper is concluded.

2. RELATED WORK
In practice the coverage usually involves two basic sides [1]:
- How to evaluate the coverage performance when sensor nodes are deployed in a monitoring region.
- How to improve the coverage performance when wireless sensor network cannot effectively satisfy application requirements.

Moreover, the various criteria that affect the coverage can be defined as follows:
- Deployment strategy: In DSNs, the sensor nodes can be deployed in two ways: Random deployment and Deterministic Deployment. In Random deployment, the nodes are scattered randomly and the possibility of overlapping and occlusion effect is more and in Deterministic Deployment or Planned Deployment, sensor nodes are placed at estimated locations.
- Sensing Model: Sensing model is used to estimate the capability or the ability of the deployment. It can be either binary or probabilistic. In binary model sensor can either detect the target or not detect the target. In probabilistic Model, as the distance of the target increases from the sensor its possibility of detection decreases.
- Sensing area: Sensing area refers to the area covered by sensor nodes. With the increasing sensing area greater coverage can be achieved that is the area covered by the given number of sensors [9].
- Communication Range: Communication Range is an area through which the node is able to communicate. Communication Range is invariant in most of the application. It is generally assumed as twice the sensing radius as: Rc>=2Rs where Rc is communication range and Rs is sensing radius.
- Sensor’s Mobility: Sensor’s mobility is very crucial aspect of the sensor networks as it heals many issues related to coverage and connectivity. The nodes mobility is relocation of nodes therefore, the nodes can be moved to the location where some nodes may
run out-of battery or got damaged due to some environment disaster.

- Sensor’s Motility: As sensor nodes are very scarce in resources such as power; Sensor’s motility is best when exploited to minimize the overlapping and to enhance the coverage. It basically described by pan, tilt or zoom motions of the camera i.e. without relocating the node the sensors can be rotated around the axis to the new direction.

The studies and their respective solutions that have been done to enhance the coverage area of the sensor network can be classified as follows:

- Target coverage
- Maximal coverage.
- Maximal coverage with Minimum Sensors

### 2.1 Target coverage

Deployment can be point/target oriented or it can be location oriented. Target coverage means covering the critical points. Target coverage problem is considered as NP-Complete by many researchers. In Target coverage the generalized approach is to divide the sensors into subset or set of sensors that continuously monitor the targets. This approach is preferred due to the scarcity of the resources in sensor nodes as the major limitation of sensor nodes is its small power backup.

It can be used for the barrier coverage where the objects penetrating into region is tracked. In [2], the authors detect an algorithm based on learning automata to detect minimum number of nodes to detect the barrier.

An energy efficient heuristic for target coverage problem is proposed in [4]. Authors devise an algorithm an efficient maximum coverage heuristics (MCH). It consist of a granularity parameter \( w \in (0, 1) \) is a cover that generate contain the set of sensors say \( \{s_1 \ldots s_n\} \) to cover the target and then assigning a lifetime and priority to the cover and defines as the sensor network density increases with the network lifetime and more targets are covered with the more sensors.

In [4], the target coverage can be categorized into:

1) Disjoint and non disjoint
2) Target coverage with adjustable sensing region
3) Target coverage problem with QoS constraint
4) Incorporating connectivity in target coverage problem

#### 2.1.1 Disjoint and non-disjoint

In disjoint approach, the sensors are categorized into disjoint subset of sensors where sensors can participate in only one set whereas in non disjoint approach, the sensors are classified into non disjoint subsets where one node can participate in more than one set at a time.

#### 2.1.2 Target coverage with adjustable sensing region

Each node has multiple orientations therefore, according to the requirement, at a time one sensing direction can be chosen.

#### 2.1.3 Target coverage problem with QoS constraint

QoS (Quality of service) of any network defines effectiveness of any network. In DSNs, the requirement is either to increase the coverage ratio i.e. number of target covered divided by the total number of target or by increasing coverage rate.

#### 2.1.4 Incorporating connectivity in target coverage problem

The network is said to be connected when any node is able to communicate with any other node . Any node can communication with each other or with base station either periodically or continuously. The main objective is to maximize the network lifetime with minimum number of the sensors.

In [5], the number of sensors and the orientation is studied and accordingly an algorithm is proposed to provide K-coverage. The solution given by [5] is that to cover half of the targets at most M*\( \log (K |C|) \) where |C| is the maximum
number of target points covered by a sensor and \([M]\) is the minimum number of sensors required to K-cover All the given points. Target may have incorporated priority; it might depend on the distance because due to the increasing distance the quality degrades. Hence for such sort of problems Jan Wan [6] proposed a genetic algorithm for approximating the minimum subset of the directional sensors required to monitor the target by considering the priorities. The algorithm defined in [6]; considers the incorporated priorities of the individual nodes and the distance between the nodes and the targets.

2.2 Maximal Coverage

There were various solutions devised to enhance the area coverage of the sensor networks and the impact of how the number of orientation, FoVs, sensing radius affects the percentage of the area coverage is shown.

In [7], the Weifang Cheng et.al. Proposed distributed greedy algorithm MDAC (maximum directional area coverage) also termed as DGreedy to maximize the area by scheduling working direction of the sensor. MDAC is proved as NP-Complete problem. In DGreedy algorithm the numbers of the neighboring nodes (nodes having overlapping area are neighbor nodes) are chosen as priority. In case of ties the geographical co-ordinates are used. For irregular region the grid based application similar to [8].The higher priority nodes decides their working direction in the direction that is not covered by the higher priority nodes.

In [9], the MDAC problem is analyzed and two greedy algorithm have been proposed. The proposed two algorithm are update priority and least overlapped area first. Update priority uses different scheduling algorithm from DGreedy.In update priority the priority depends on the unscheduled neighbor and updated dynamically whereas in DGreedy algorithm priority depends on the least number of neighbors and after deciding the working direction rest all sensors follow the estimated scheduling order. After scheduling, the working directions are scheduled which depends on the two factors:

- Least covered region
- Least overlapped region.

In LOF (least overlapped area first), the priority depends on the least overlapped area i.e. the area that has minimum overlapping FoVs. The node after communicating coverage message decides the priority. After every scheduling, nodes maintain the values of the covered region and overlapped area.

In [10], the algorithm update priority and least overlapped area first defined in [9] are improved by using rotatable sensors. The LOFR (least overlapped area first with rotatable) uses least overlapped region as priority measures. Unlike LOF, LOFR rotates the nodes working direction to least covered area or least overlapped region whereas in UPR (update priority with rotatable) the nodes decide the rotating angle in every round and follow the same procedure as update priority of [9]. The nodes rotates and change their working direction if there is any overlapping. UPR outperforms in terms of sensing radius.

In [11], a face away algorithm is defined that schedules each and every node to the center line of sight of their maximum angle bisector of the adjacent nodes.

After studying and analyzing the previously done works; the results and their respective coverage rates (for 200 sensor nodes) can be categorized as:

Table 1. Results drawn from previous studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Coverage rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face away</td>
<td>72.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDAC</td>
<td>74.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update priority</td>
<td>76.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least overlapped area first</td>
<td>80.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update priority with rotatable</td>
<td>84.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least overlapped area first</td>
<td>79.68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conclusion that can be drawn from the above table is as follows (from the survey that have been done):

1) Update priority provide 2.15% improvement over MDAC. There is little improvement because of ties due to the same priority.
2) Least overlapped area first provides 6.44% improvement because as least the overlapped area therefore the more will be the coverage.
3) Update priority with rotatable 12.12% improvement.
4) Least overlapped first with rotatable outperforms 7.64% better than face away.

It is proved that Coverage rate is directly proportion to the network size i.e. greater the network size lesser will be the coverage rate.

On the basis of the coverage rate the above algorithms can be arranged in ascending order as follows:

Random<Face away< MDAC < Update priority< Least overlapped first with rotatable< Least overlapped area first< update priority with rotatable.

2.3 Maximum Coverage with Minimum Sensors

The study of network is done as the possibility to cover the each target by at least one sensor node and to cover the entire network.

Yahya Osais et al. [12], defines minimum sensor placement problem and also formulate the an ILP which is generalization of grid coverage problem and isotropic MSP (minimum sensor placement) problem defined in [13, 14, 15]. The ILP model is used to minimize the need of sensor network required for monitoring the sensor network. The results shows that the greater will be the placement sites the greater will be the percentage reduction in number of sensors.
For the purpose of elaborative study , Jing Ai et.al. [3], propose a Maximum Coverage with Minimum Sensors (MCMS) problem in which coverage in terms of the number of targets to be covered is maximized whereas the number of sensors to be activated is minimized. A TIS (Test in Sector) test is designed to define a relationship between sensor, orientation and a target. It defines Maximum coverage with sensor problem that contain s a set of targets and n homogenous set of sensors with p possible orientation and derive ILP to give optimal solution for MCMS instance for small instance , CGA(Centralized Greedy Algorithm) and DGA (Distributed Greedy Algorithm).In CGA nodes have communication overhead and make locally optimal decision about its state and orientation whereas in DGA nodes make global decision and it terminates in Finite time as well as generate no hidden targets assuming static priorities.

The author also presents SNCS (sensing neighborhood cooperative sleeping protocol) an extension to DGA to provide dynamic scheduling among sensor nodes depending on the amount of residual energy. SNCS performs adaptive scheduling. Nodes set themselves as active or inactive in order to save energy and for prolong network lifetime.

3. CONCLUSION

It can be observed that by increasing the number of directional sensor nodes the coverage area can be enhanced but it is not the desirable case. Therefore, a trade-off between the number of nodes deployed and the coverage rate must be considered.

From the above discussion it can be concluded as follows:
- Increasing the sensing radius, increases the number of the active sensors and the coverage rate.
- Increasing the number of possible orientations, decreases the number of active sensors and coverage rate while increases the number of sensor nodes.
- Greater FoV results in lesser number of nodes and less number of orientations.
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